
New to reloading?

Some confidence in handloading is mandatory, if you have any mechanical aptitude you will soon be looking forward
to the practice of from components making ammunition for your guns. Attention to detail to the 99th level is not going
to get you anywhere but frustrated, this is real life and you must accept boo-boo's and losing a few components, but
enough attention must be paid so you do not lose appendages. A primer seated wrong will be crushed, a case will be
lost now and then and you WILL spill some powder guaranteed. Accept these losses and move on. You are not doing
rocket science in handloading, these are all mechanical steps handled deftly by machines daily producing literally
billions of cartridges around the world.

Easy to comprehend steps will be understood when you realize that when you fire a round you are consuming 3 of the
4 components of a loaded cartridge, the bullet which goes downrange, the powder which is ignited by the primer
leaving you the fired cartridge case which must expand when the gases produced burn. If the cases did not expand in
the chamber it would be a bomb, a bad thing, there must be room for the case to expand in order to release the bullet
down the barrel.

All of the above means you are left with a fired, slightly swollen case with a expended primer.
Step one in reloading "sizes" the fired case back to the pre-fired specification.
Step one usually also "de-caps" the fired primer, leaving the primer pocket open to accept a replacement.
Step two, replaces the fired primer, in the case of a revolver (straight wall) case step two also puts a slight bell in the
case mouth, not so in bottleneck cases for the beginner.
Step three charges the case with a specified charge of powder.
Step four seats a new bullet and for the revolver, straightens the case and puts the crimp in the case mouth to securely
hold that bullet to resist movement. Very important when you fire the first round that the rest do not move forward and
bind up the gun, its also important it does not get moved further into the case spiking the pressure beyond the desired
range.

All simple, mechanical steps that most people enjoy beyond the basics, shooting ammo you created with your own
skill set is very satisfying.

I have been reloading since the mid 80's and consider myself barely beyond beginner status because I know there are
people that have been at it longer than I have been alive. I do understand it , enjoy it and am quite capable of
producing accurate ammo for my guns.

Step one for anyone considering it should be the purchase of at least 2 reloading manuals weeks if not months in
advance of actually starting unless you have a mentor on hand to show you the ropes and keep you thinking "why"
instead of "git-r-dun".
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I think the proliferation of safety warnings prompted by company lawyers trying to avoid the last tiny chance of a
liability suit (and those sermons by those individuals who have to be seen as more concerned about safety than the rest
of humanity) have definitely served to intimidate a lot of would-be handloaders.

You have to be careful, you have to have the proper tools, you have to concentrate and focus your attention on the job
at hand, you have to be knowledgeable, and you have to have the patience to get fully grounded in the basics before
even thinking about any pushing of the envelope. For all that, reloading is no more hazardous than driving in traffic,
and we all do that. The vast majority of shooting practice can be done with less-than top loadings and minimal case
preparation. The knowledge can be gained by reading about 1/40th of the verbiage that it takes to find out how to
operate your latest digital electronic purchase.



It really bugs me when some pilgrim comes to a site asking for advice on loading equipment and people recommend
that he get a Dillon or other brand of progressive loader. I think the proper tooling for a new reloader is a Lee Loader,
or a Lyman Tong Tool. What the new reloader needs is a governor on the speed of the operation, so he can get what
he's doing ingrained into his mind. The next step would then be a single-stage press, and then after much time spent on
that (and a lot of reloads) then he can decide on whether he wants a progressive. He should reload for one rifle or
pistol only for a while, before proliferating to the rest of the collection.

Yes, he'll spend extra money on these equipment upgrades, which he will "lose." All the tuition money and lab fees I
ever spent was "lost," too--and worth every penny. I have had exactly two "kabooms" since I started reloading in 1976
or so. One was a friend's .45 SA Colt that he was loading for with his just-acquired crank-type powder measure, and
one was a factory .250 Savage round which let go in the back of the web. So far, so good on my own reloads; and I
know that could change tomorrow if I start doing dumb stuff like watching television while weighing powder, mixing
cases up in the tumbler, grabbing a box of bullets without checking the weight, or primers without checking the
application, or a hundred other thoughtless things.

If you're willing to stick to published, moderate loadings, a set of Lee scoops (with chart and load data) will do for
powder. Any experimentation at all with powder or different bullets than the recipe requires a set of scales and extra
loading recommendations. Any attempt to speed the powder charging process will require a powder measure and a set
of scales, and constant vigilance. Get a loading block and a flashlight and get used to looking in each shell before and
after charging with powder.

I would say another necessary item is a caliper of some sort, and the awareness that cases can lengthen upon reloading,
increasing pressure. If they do, a case trimmer is necessary. A bent wire and the ability to recognize when cases are
thinning at the web is needed also.

The reloader can get by for a long time without case tumblers, digital powder dispensers, neck turners, primer pocket
reformers, case lube dies, and the host of other things that technology offers us.
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